LET THE MAN KNOW
HELL NO
WE WON'T GO

On Monday May 8, the racist Mendel Rivers and his House Armed Services Committee will begin hearings on the draft. This is part of the Administration's tactics to con the nation into sending more young men to fight their dirty war against the majority of the Vietnamese people.

U.S. troops are meeting stiffer and stiffer resistance from the Vietnamese mobilized into "people's war". Not even the Marines can hold their own in their northern zone. That's why LBJ had to bring Westmoreland back from his post -- to propagandize for more men and more money to sustain their losing war.

THIS MEANS MORE YOUNG MEN WILL BE SELECTIVELY DRAFTED FROM THE CLASS WHICH THE POWER STRUCTURE KEEPS POOR AND ILL-EDUCATED, THE MAJORITY OF WHOM ARE BLACK. THIS MEANS THEY WANT MORE BLACK YOUTH FOR VIETNAM -- THOSE YOUTH WHO SHOULD BE THE GHETTO LEADERS FIGHTING THE POWER STRUCTURE HERE.

Already black Americans comprise 14.5% of the U.S. Army in Vietnam, although we are only 11% of the population, and our brothers sustain 22.4% of the total U.S. casualties.

DEMAND NO DRAFT FOR NOBODY! NO MORE BLACK YOUTH FOR VIETNAM!

Join the march at 9 a.m., Monday May 8, starting from the corner of 11th and "H" Streets, NE, and ending at the Rayburn Office Building where Mendel Rivers' committee will be meeting. There will be a chartered bus leaving from Founders Library at 8:30 a.m.

Local sponsors: ACT, Washington SNCC, University of Maryland SDS, Howard Spring Mobilization Committee Against the War

Other sponsors: Progressive Labor Party, chapters of Students for a Democratic Society (SRS) at Harvard, Brooklyn College, Columbia, City College of New York

"We see no reason for black men, who are daily murdered physically and mentally in this country, to go and kill yellow people abroad, who have done us nothing and are, ip fact, victims of the same oppression." (SNCC statement)